DID YOU KNOW . . . you can toggle between two colors for interior map grid ticks?

What Toggling Map Grid Tick Mark Colors Gives You
- Greater visibility of map grid ticks over the entire map area
- Quick change between two colors for any interior map grid tick mark
- Two color options each for interior border ticks and interior ticks

Note the two color tiles in the Interior Border Ticks and Interior Ticks panels. The left tile identifies and selects the primary tick color, which is initially used for all interior tick marks, and the right tile defines the secondary color, which can be assigned to individual tick marks by toggling grid tick colors.

How to Set Up and Toggle Map Grid Tick Mark Colors
- Choose a primary (initially used for all interior grid ticks) and secondary color on the Graphics panel of the Map Grid Layer Controls.
- Examine your map for any interior ticks that are difficult to see.
- Right click near such a map grid tick mark.
- Choose Toggle Grid Tick Color.

WANT TO KNOW MORE?
See the Technical Guide entitled: Controlling Color of Map Grid Tick Marks